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Two symmetric-top,DJ51 progressions were observed for the C6H6– H2S dimer using a pulsed
nozzle Fourier transform microwave spectrometer. The ground-state rotational constants for
C6H6– H2S are B51168.53759(5) MHz,DJ51.4424(7) kHz and DJK513.634(2) kHz. The
other state observed has a smallerB of 1140.580~1! MHz but requires a negativeDJ

5213.80(5) kHz and higher order (H) terms to fit the data. Rotational spectra for the isotopomers
C6H6– H2

34S, C6H6– H2
33S, C6H6– HDS, C6H6– D2S and 13CC5H6– H2S were also obtained.

Except for the dimer with HDS, all other isotopomers gave two progressions like the most abundant
isotopomer. Analysis of the ground-state data indicates that H2S is located on theC6 axis of the
C6H6 with a c.m. (C6H6) – S distance of 3.818 Å. The angle between thea axis of the dimer and the
C2v axis of the H2S is determined to be 28.5°. TheC6 axis of C6H6 is nearly coincident witha axis
of the dimer. Stark measurements of the two states led to dipole moments of 1.14~2! D for the
ground state and 0.96~6! D for the other state. A third progression was observed for C6H6– H2S
which appear to haveKÞ0 lines split by several MHz, suggesting a nonzero projection of the
internal rotation angular momentum of H2S on the dimera axis. The observation of three different
states suggests that the H2S is rotating in a nearly spherical potential leading to three internal rotor
states, two of which haveM j50 and one havingM j561,M j being the projection of internal
rotational angular momentum on to thea axis of the dimer. The nuclear quadrupole hyperfine
constant of the33S nucleus in the dimer is determined for the two symmetric-top progressions and
they are217.11 MHz for the ground state and28.45 MHz for the other state, consistent with the
assignment to two different internal-rotor states. The17O quadrupole coupling constant for the two
states of C6H6– H2O were measured for comparison and it turned out to be nearly the same in the
ground and excited internal rotor state,21.89 and21.99 MHz, respectively. The rotational
spectrum of the C6H6– H2S complex is very different from that of the C6H6– H2O complex. Model
potential calculations predict small barriers of 227, 121, and 356 cm21 for rotation abouta, b and
c axes of H2S, respectively, giving quantitative support for the experimental conclusion that H2S is
effectively freely rotating in a nearly spherical potential. For the C6H6– H2O complex, the
corresponding barriers are 365, 298 and 590 cm21.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This study of the benzene–H2S dimer touches on two
broader related aspects of structural chemistry:~1! the ‘‘hy-
drogen bonding’’ in second row hydrides and~2! their mo-

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
arunan@ipc.iisc.ernet.in

b!Current address: APL Engineered Materials, Urbana, Illinois 61801.
c!Deceased on 13 January 2000. This manuscript is contribution No. 30
H. S. Gutowsky and, indeed, it may be the final contribution as well.
bility in small clusters. The nature of hydrogen bonding i
volving the second row hydrides has attracted much inte
recently.1–3 The greater importance of dispersive forces
HCl dimer relative to first row hydride clusters has be
pointed out,3 and as well, electrostatic contributions ha
been shown to be involved in the potentials of a series
HCl-containing dimers.4 There is clearly an interesting jux
taposition of contributing effects at work, and further stud
of clusters containing second row hydrides such as H2S
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TABLE I. Observed and fitted rotational transition frequenciesa for the C6H6– H2S isotopomers in the ground state.

Transition C6H6– H2S C6H6– HDS C6H6– D2S C6H6– H2
34S

J J8 K Obs Res Obs Res Obs Res Obs Res

0 1 0 2337.0688 20.6 2320.1722 1.3 2288.7175 12.8 2263.2000 -
1 2 1 4674.0516 1.9 4640.2371 26.2 4577.3141 8.6 4526.3169 1.2

0 4674.1023 21.9 4640.3047 21.2 4577.3690 22.8 4526.3657 22.0
2 3 2 7010.7428 0.2 6959.9870 26.2 6865.5700 4.0 6789.1568 20.9

1 7010.9844 0.4 6960.2736 21.7 6865.8656 1.4 6789.3919 0.5
0 7011.0687 21.1 6960.3698 0.4 6865.9641 0.5 6789.4692 20.1

3 4 3 9346.9499 0.0 9279.1967 0.2 9153.2454 24.1 9051.5364 21.0
2 9347.4958 0.6 9279.8250 1.5 9153.9116 20.6 9052.0572 0.3
1 9347.8229 0.5 9280.2018 2.0 9154.3108 1.0 9052.3689 0
0 9347.9316 0.1 9280.3271 1.9 9154.4430 0.6 9052.4730 0

4 5 4 11682.4726 20.8 11597.6281 21.2 11440.1109 28.7 11313.2675 1.2
3 11683.4273 20.4 11598.7280 1.3 11441.2762 23.2 11314.1755 0.2
2 11684.1103 0.9 11599.5129 2.4 11442.1087 0.9 11314.8245 20.1
1 11684.5190 0.6 11599.9822 1.5 11442.6067 1.8 11315.2141 20.1
0 11684.6549 0.1 11600.1391 1.6 11442.7715 1.0 11315.3440

5 6 5 14017.1142 20.6 13915.0563 11.5 13725.9375 22.4 —
4 14018.5867 20.6 13916.7654 4.6 13727.7318 2.6 13575.5578 20.3
3 14019.7321 20.4 13918.0777 0.1 13729.1219 0.9 13576.6484 20.5
2 14020.5500 20.5 13919.0181 0.0 13730.1153 0.2 13577.4274 20.6
1 14021.0417 0.4 13919.5820 20.4 13730.7111 20.5 13577.8954 20.1
0 14021.2052 0.3 13919.7702 20.4 13730.9103 20.1 13578.0521 0.8

6 7 6 16350.6783 2.3 16231.2884 0.7 — —
5 16352.7748 20.8 16233.7070 5.1 16013.0293 4.0 —
4 16354.4919 21.5 16235.6780 1.0 16015.1150 2.1 —
3 16355.8290 20.5 16237.2165 3.2 16016.7378 1.2 —
2 16356.7840 0.1 16238.3083 22.3 16017.8958 20.6 —
1 16357.3571 0.6 16238.9661 22.9 16018.5902 22.1 —
0 16357.5479 0.5 16239.1859 22.6 16018.8224 21.9 —

aObserved frequencies in MHz and residues in kHz. The standard uncertainties in measured frequencies are 0.1 kHz.
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should help highlight similarities and differences in intera
tion elements, especially with respect to first row hydri
clusters.

In these studies the internal dynamics of cluster str
tures are a sensitive guide to important features of the in
molecular potential surface~IPS!. This is evident in the com-
parative work on the five smallest Arm(H2O)n clusters.5–8

The results so far imply that the basic structures found
simply the closest packing of spheres. The knobby wate
effect becomes spherical via its high mobility and large a
plitude motions in the clusters. Three different dynam
states of the H2O have been identified in them depending
the IPS:~1! nearly free internal rotor states;~2! tunneling;
and ~3! coaxial internal rotation about a framework axis.

The benzene–water dimer is an interesting example
the coaxial internal rotor, examined by several groups9–13 in
sufficient detail for comparison with the H2S analog. The
spectrum of the parent C6H6– H2O consists of at least thre
progressions that arise due to complex internal rotor state
H2O. One of the progressions is that of a simple symme
top and it correlates with the (00,0) state of H2O. The other
two progressions were believed to come from oneumu51
internal rotor state and fit to the following equation,9 with the
two progressions assigned to positive and negative value
the productKm:

n52~J11!$B2DJKK22DJmm22DJKmKm

2HJKmm2K2%24~J11!3~D j2DJJmm2!. ~1!
-

-
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However, there were several anomalies with this interpre
tion. First, the quality of the fit was poor. TheKm51J line
was missing from the progression and an odd line appea
near the m50 symmetric-top progression. Recent Sta
measurements and the assignment of aK doublet10 led to a
different interpretation. The two progressions were assig
to (101) and (111) states of H2O. Molecular mechanics in
cluster~MMC! calculations14 estimate the barrier for rotation
of H2O about itsa and b axis to be about 365 cm21 and
298 cm21, respectively. However, the rotation of H2O about
the C6 axis of benzene has virtually no barrier and a co
pling of this motion with the internal rotor states of free H2O
could possibly excite these states. These features appe
be ‘‘real’’ in nature as similar spectral progressions are o
served for Rg–C6H6– H2O sandwich trimers,10,15 for Rg
5Ne, Ar and Kr. In these trimers, the Rg is shielded fro
the water so it comes as no surprise that they do little m
than change the rotational constants. The substitution of2S
for H2O should have a direct, more visible effect on the IP
and rotational properties. Nonetheless the two dimers ap
to have the same equilibrium geometric structures accord
to MMC calculations and the IPS differences express the
selves primarily as differences in internal dynamics on wh
we focus.

II. EXPERIMENT

The rotational spectra of the C6H6– H2S dimers were
observed with the Balle–Flygare Fourier transform mic



TABLE II. Observed and fitted rotational transition frequenciesa for the C6H6– H2S isotopomers in the upper state.

Transition C6H6– H2S C6H6– D2S C6H6– H2
34S

J J8 K Obs Res Obs Res Obs Res

0 1 0 2281.2139 21.2 2261.233 - 2209.101
1 2 1 4562.4577 21.0 4522.4030 20.2 4418.3518 -

0 4562.7595 0.9 4522.4710 21.8 4418.6428 21.1
2 3 2 6843.1581 20.6 6783.1820 24.5 6627.0234 1.2

1 6844.5052 20.2 6783.5909 20.9 6628.3307 20.2
0 6844.9481 0.4 6783.7267 20.1 6628.7605 20.3

3 4 3 9122.7354 22.8 9043.3695 211.5 8834.6172 0.8
2 9125.7495 0.8 9044.2814 20.1 8837.5407 2.2
1 9127.5033 1.3 9044.8224 0.6 8839.2409 20.4
0 9128.0789 1.2 9045.0031 1.2 8839.7994 21.0

4 5 4 11400.5962 22.1 11302.6996 23.6 11040.5594 24.8
3 11405.9436 3.8 11304.2772 21.8 11045.7466 5.4
2 11409.5900 0.1 11305.4070 2.4 11049.2813 0.2
1 11411.7135 20.3 11306.0820 2.0 11051.3402 21.6
0 11412.4110 0.2 11306.3077 2.6 11052.0174 20.8

5 6 5 13676.0987 22.7 13560.8840 25.8 - -
4 13684.5316 11.3 13563.3218 0.7 13252.4130 3.5
3 13690.6938 24.3 13565.2165 4.4 13258.3875 22.8
2 13694.9039 28.6 13566.5664 3.5 13262.4678 24.8
1 13697.3608 21.0 13567.3731 20.2 13264.8469 0.7
0 13698.1682 3.2 13567.6425 21.0 13265.6287 3.9

6 7 6 15948.5386 215.7 15817.6712 26.6
5 15960.9438 39.1 15821.1516 6.9
4 15970.3092 26.3 15823.7943 13.1
3 15977.1727 230.4 15826.1923 4.9
2 15981.8747 216.7 15827.7621 21.2
1 15984.6217 9.9 15828.7018 27.0
0 15985.5239 20.7 15829.0143 29.7

aObserved frequencies in MHz and residues in kHz. The standard uncertainties in measured frequencies are 0.1 kHz.
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wave spectrometer described in detail elsewhere.16 The
dimers were formed by supersonic coexpansion of ‘‘first r
neon’’ ~70% Ne and 30% helium! with a few percent each o
C6H6 and H2S. The backing pressure was typically 1.5 at
The benzene was kept in a bubbler at ambient conditions
'3% by volume of the carrier gas was bubbled through
The D2S was prepared by bubbling H2S sequentially through
12 small portions of D2O ~sigma! kept in a reflux coil con-
denser followed by a dry ice trap to remove any D2O. This
method avoided assignment ambiguities by ensuring
there was no significant amount of HDS present when lo
ing for D2S clusters. Initially, the whole spectral range stu
ied was searched with H2S and D2S separately with benzene
This was followed by searches with HDS, which was p
pared by bubbling H2S through a 1:1 mixture of H2O and
D2O. The previously seen C6H6– H2S/D2S lines could be
observed along with the now stronger and readily assig
C6H6– HDS lines.

All uncertainties quoted arek51 ~i.e., one standard de
viation! in units of the least significant digit shown.

III. RESULTS

A. Search and assignment

The search for transitions of the benzene~Bz!–H2S
dimer was simplified by our earlier work9 on Bz–H2O which
found the symmetry axes of Bz and H2O to be effectively
coaxial with a Bz to H2O c.m. to c.m. separation,R, of
3.329 Å. For Bz–H2S, the value ofR will certainly be larger.
n
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The increase inR for Bz–H2S was estimated to be betwee
0.35 Å and 0.65 Å by comparing theR’s determined for the
H2O and H2S complexes with Ar and NH3. These dimers
were chosen as providing possible lower~Ar!17,18 and upper
(NH3)19 limits to increase inR. With this in mind, predic-
tions were made for symmetric top Bz–H2S rotational spec-
tra assumingR would be greater than 3.68 Å. As discuss
later in the paper,R was found to be 3.771 Å from the
rotational constants. Once the approximateR was deter-
mined for the parent isotopomer, spectra were readily p
dicted and observed for the other isotopomers. This inclu
the 13CC5H6– H2S with the mono13C Bz and Bz–H2

33S, all
from natural abundance.

An early search was made for moreDJ51 progressions
arising from excited internal-rotation states as
Bz–H2O.9,10 The B0 found initially for the parent specie
was 1168.5 MHz. A more intense symmetric-top progress
was found at lower frequencies with aB0 of 1140.6 MHz, 28
MHz smaller than theB value for the higher frequency pro
gression. Similar pairs of progressions were found
Bz–D2S and Bz–H2

34S. Only one progression was found fo
the Bz–HDS species, which was assigned to the ground s
on the basis of the rotational and centrifugal constants.
frequencies observed for the two states of the various spe
are given in Tables I and II, respectively. The rotational a
centrifugal distortion constants determined by fitting the e
perimental frequencies are given in Table III.

The pattern of the two progressions is that of the us
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symmetric top, given by Eq.~1! with m50 andK50,61,
62,...,6J, the only difference being the negative sign ofDJ

for the lower state. Moreover, higher order terms,HJK , HKJ

and HJ were required for a reasonable fit, implying signi
cant deviations from the semirigid rotor Hamiltonian. How
ever, this state for Bz–D2S appears to show stark simplicit
in comparison with the H2S analog. TheDJ , though nega-
tive, is 50 times smaller and there was no need to include
of the H terms to fit the transitions. We designate the high
frequency component as the ground state and the lower
quency component as an excited tunneling/internal ro
state for the following reasons:~1! The only state observe
for Bz–HDS has rotational/centrifugal distortion consta
similar to that found for the higher frequencyDJ51 pro-
gression and~2! the lower frequencyDJ51 progression has
a negativeDJ , which changes dramatically with isotop
substitution.

During the search for the parent isotopomer, a differ
third progression was identified. In it, theK degeneracy ap
parently is lifted giving 2J11 components for eachJ→J
11 transition, of which only some are observed. This p
gression of lines also requires only Bz and H2S to appear and
it is most likely from the parent isotopomer. This third pr
gression was first noted about 50 MHz above the grou
stateJ51←2 transition of the parent at 4674 MHz in th
preliminary search for the Bz–H2S spectrum. Two compo
nents were found at 4723.3890 MHz and 4725.0685 MHz
which the latter is stronger. They are very close to Bz–
dimer lines,20 causing some initial confusion. But, once th
progression was unambiguously assigned to the Bz–2S
complex, the series of lines could be seen at eachJ level.
They cannot be assigned as the usualK2 progression or as an
umu51, free rotorK sequence as observed for a CF3H–NH3

complex.21 The frequencies found for this third progressi
are listed in Table IV. So far, this progression could not be
to any model. The highest frequency lines in this progress
appear to be aK50 line and they could be fit as a ‘‘linear
top. Results of such a fit are included in Table IV. He

TABLE III. Rotational constants for the ground and excited states
C6H6– H2S isotopomers.

Constant C6H6– H2
32S C6H6– HDS C6H6– D2S C6H6– H2

34S

Ground state
B ~MHz! 1168.53759~5! 1160.0884~2! 1144.3555~2! 1131.60287~6!

D j 1.4424~7! 1.494~3! 1.569~3! 1.369~1!
D jk 13.634~2! 15.676~6! 16.568~9! 12.986~4!
NDa 28 28 27 19

SDa ~kHz! 0.9 3.3 3.6 0.7
Excited state I
B ~MHz! 1140.580~1! - 1130.6159~4! 1104.5533
D j ~kHz! 213.80(5) - 20.293(5) 213.56(2)
D jk ~kHz! 75.7~1! - 22.51~1! 73.64~7!

H j 215.3(6) - - 215.5(5)
H jk 125~2! - 125~1!
Hk j 2275(3) - - 2263(3)
NDa 28 - 27 19
SDb 11.7 - 6.4 2.6

aNumber of transitions observed
bStandard uncertainty of the fit. The numbers in parentheses indicate
uncertainty in the least significant digits of the constants determined.
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again, theD j is negative and it is 17 times larger than that
the ground state. The three progressions are compared in
1 which gives a stick diagram for theJ53←4 region of the
parent dimer along with that of the Bz–H2O dimer.

In our work on the Bz–H2O system,9 it proved useful to
observe the mono-13C isotopomer at natural abundance. Th
species is a slightly asymmetric top (k520.95) for which
them50 internal rotor state was characterized. However,
greater complexity of the higherK transitions in theumu
51 progression made the assignment very difficult forumu
51 lines.22 But, in Bz–H2S, the simplerK2 sequences ob
served for the two states suggest that there should be two
of transitions for mono-13C–Bz–H2S both having a slightly
asymmetric-top spectrum. It was indeed true and the
pected 2J11 components were observed for eachJ→J11
transition for the two states. The frequencies and their
signments along with the fitted parameters are given in Ta
V. The centrifugal distortion constants for the two stat
closely resemble those of the ground and excited states o
parent isotopomer.

B. Hyperfine structure „hfs …

The hfs of Bz–H2O and Ar–H2S dimers9,18 were useful
in augmenting our understanding of their intricate deta
and the treatment of it is largely transferable to the hfs
Bz–H2S. The hyperfine interactions most likely to be helpf
are those in the H2S and its isotopomers, namely the proton
proton dipole–dipole interactions and the D and33S quadru-
pole interactions. In this event, the Hamiltonians for the s
dry isotopic species consist of standard terms from
expressions for rotational, spin–spin and quadrupole inte
tions:

f

he

TABLE IV. List of transitions for the ‘‘third progression’’ of the Bz–H2S
rotational spectrum. The highest frequency line is eachJ could be fitted as
K50 lines and the residue is given in the last column.a

J J8 K Observed~MHz! res ~kHz!

0 1 0 2362.2368 24.8
1 2 0 4725.0685 23.5
1 2 - 4723.389
2 3 0 7089.0610 0.8
2 3 - 7085.7701,7085.5937
3 4 0 9454.7283 24.3
3 4 - 9450.1269,9448.3827

- 9444.8943,9443.0474
4 5 0 11822.4849 2.4
4 5 - 11814.7653,11811.9056

11806.6868,11808.0235
11802.5955,11796.5955

5 6 0 14192.5885 25.2
5 6 - 14179.9479,14176.2811

14172.1869,14168.8081
14163.0541

6 7 0 16565.0775 1.6
6 7 - 16545.7929,16541.5649

16536.3834,16531.2744
16526.8881

aThe fitted parameters areB51181.0715(9) MHz,D j5224.7(3) kHz and
H j5221.8(2) Hz. The standard uncertainties in measured frequencie
0.1 kHz. The numbers in parentheses indicate the uncertainty in the
significant digits of the constants determined.
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FIG. 1. Stick diagram of theJ53
←4 spectra for Bz– H2O and Bz– H2S
complexes. For the latter, three wel
resolved progressions are clearly ev
dent. For Bz– H2O, there are more
lines than what could be fit to 2 pro
gressions.
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Matrix elements are calculated for the basis set

I 11I 25I and I 1J5F,
with subscripts for the one or two nuclei in question. Matr
elements off-diagonal inJ and K were ignored, as was th
spin–rotation. The spin–spin and nuclear quadrupole hf t
sors are designated asDgg and xgg , respectively, and the
es indicate
TABLE V. Observed and fitted transition frequencies for the nearly symmetric13CC5H6– H2S32S dimer and the resultant rotational constants.

Transition
Observed~MHz!

ground state
Res.
kHz

Observed~MHz!
excited state

Res.
kHz

111 212 4644.5251 20.3 4534.4428 6.8
101 202 4649.7790 2.7 4539.5823 0.4
110 211 4654.9455 1.6 4544.1548 27.2
212 313 6966.6933 21.2 6802.4519 3.6
202 303 6974.5484 0.2 6810.1407 0.0
221 322 6974.2740 0.4 6808.4220 28.5
220 321 6974.3189 23.3 6808.4810 8.7
211 312 6982.3216 20.7 6817.0335 23.8
313 414 9288.7523 0.8 9071.3761 26.3
331 432 9298.3568 0.3 9076.4777 0.0
330 431 9298.3568 0.2 9076.4777 20.0
322 423 9298.8614 20.1 9079.4011 20.6
321 422 9298.9848 1.2 9079.5066 0.6
303 404 9299.1800 20.3 9081.5895 0.1
312 413 9309.5878 20.6 9090.8405 6.2

A 2837~6! MHz 2837 ~fixed!a

B 1165.0628~2! MHz 1137.222~3! MHz
C 1159.8539~2! MHz 1132.359~3! MHz
D j 1.425~3! kHz 213.5(3) kHz
D jk 13.457~8! kHz 73.9~7! kHz
H j - 215(8) Hz
H jk - 115~26! Hz
Hk - 2272(39) Hz

aVarying A givesA52747(121) and similar residues. The standard uncertainties in measured frequencies are 0.1 kHz. The numbers in parenthes
the uncertainty in the least significant digits of the constants determined.
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g5a,b,c coordinates refer to the dimer inertial axes,
which a is usually the benzene six-fold axis. The report
frequencies were fitted withHR taken to be the semirigid
symmetric or near-symmetric top. The analysis is very si
lar to those reported for the Bz–H2O and Ar–H2S dimers. A
notable difference is that the dipole–dipole and quadrup
coupling constants,D0(H–H) and x0 ~D!, are appreciably
smaller in H2S than in H2O. As usual, it was assumed th
the cluster formation does not perturb the monomers ap
ciably.

It is seen in Tables I and II that two states were found
all symmetric isotopic species, i.e., for the isotopomers ot
than HDS. The doubling of the states is attributable to
dynamic process interchanging the two identical nuclei,
ther the two protons or the two deuterons. This might be
tunneling or by ‘‘free’’ rotation of the H2S or D2S. Tunneling
states have hyperfine constants that are very similar bu
‘‘free’’ rotation the hyperfine constants could be very diffe
ent.

1. Bz–H2S

It was noted earlier18 for Ar–H2S that the long H–H
distance~1.923 Å! in H2S leads to aD0 of ;35 kHz which
is too small for the H2S dipole–dipole splittings to be we
resolved. This difficulty is increased in Bz–H2S by the weak
H–H interactions in Bz, resulting in an unresolvedJ50
←1 line width of 5 kHz, about triple the normal line width
So, it is not surprising that a careful inspection of theJ50
←1 transitions at 2281.214 MHz and 2337.069 MHz for t
ground and the excited states of the parent species reve
no hf splittings.

2. Bz–HDS

The hyperfine splitting due to the quadrupole coupling
D in HDS was well resolved in theJ50←1 transitions.
Table VI lists the three hyperfine transitions observed wh
are fitted to a line center and thexaa(D), the projection of
the D quadrupole interaction tensor on the dimer’s iner
a-axis. The fit givesxaa(D) to be 110~1! kHz. For free HDS,
the diagonal components of the D quadrupole interaction
153.7 kHz,265.3 kHz, and288.4 kHz for xxx , xyy and
xzz, respectively.23 The principal axis (x) is within 1° of the
D–S bond axis. Thexaa(D) of 110~1! kHz is taken to be the
projection ofxxx on to the dimera axis. With these consid
erations, the average angleu between the D–S bond axis an
the a inertial axis is obtained by the following relation:

TABLE VI. Hyperfine structure observed for Bz—HDS in theJ50←1
transition.a

F F8
Observed
~MHz!

Res.
~kHz!

1 0 2320.1174 0.2
1 2 2320.1662 20.5
1 1 2320.2000 0.3

aThexaa from the fit is 110~1! kHz and the line center is 2320.1722~4! MHz.
The standard uncertainties in measured frequencies are 0.1 kHz. The
bers in parentheses indicate the uncertainty in the least significant dig
the constants determined.
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xaa5~xxx/2!^3 cos2 u21&. ~2!

This leads to au value of 26° compared to 34° for th
Bz–HDO complex.9

3. Bz–H2
33SÕBz–H2

17O

The 33S and17O quadrupole coupling constants in th
Bz–H2X complexes can give some useful information abo
the dynamic state of the H2X in the complex. Our earlier
work on Bz–H2O did not include the17O isotopomer and it
has been observed during this study. For Bz–H2

17O, the hy-
perfine constant was determined from theJ50←1 transi-
tions. For Bz–H2

33S, it was determined from theJ54
←5,K50 transitions, which gives a doublet of comparab
intensity.24 The 17O/33S hyperfine constants determined fro
the spectra for Ar–H2X and Bz–H2X (X5O or S! are given
in Table VII. For Ar–H2S, the33S isotopic spectra clearly
revealed that the two observed states have very diffe
nuclear quadrupole coupling constants, consistent with
assignment of the two states to two different internal-ro
states of the complex.18 Interestingly, it appears that quadru
pole hyperfine constants observed for Ar–H2S and Bz–H2S
are nearly the same (28 and217 MHz). In Ar–H2S, the
ground state has a smaller rotational constant than the
cited state but for Bz–H2S it is the opposite. For Bz–H2

17O,
the quadrupole coupling constants for the two states are s
lar in magnitude (21.99 and21.89 MHz) unlike in the
other three complexes considered here.

C. Dipole moment

Dipole moments for the two symmetric-top states we
measured using the ‘‘Stark cage’’ described in detail in R
10. Analyzing the Stark splittings was straightforward, w
the KÞ0 lines showing a first-order splitting dependent
J, K andMJ .:24

Dn52S m«

h D KMJ

J~J11!~J12!
. ~3!

m-
of

TABLE VII. Nuclear quadrupole coupling constants~MHz! for 33S and17O
in Bz– H2X and Ar– H2X complexes.a

Ar ~lower! Ar ~upper! C6H6 ~lower! C6H6 ~upper!

H2Ob 24.222(9) 21.211(9) 21.994(1) 21.890(4)
H2Sc 27.849(3) 217.364(2) 217.11 28.45

aUpper and lower imply higher and lower frequencies. For Ar– H2S, the
lower state is the ground state and for the other three complexes, the u
state is the ground state. The numbers in parentheses indicate the u
tainty in the least significant digits of the constants determined.

bFor Ar– H2
17O, the data are from Ref. 26. For Bz– H2

17O, the three lines
for both J50←1 transitions were fit to the line centers and coupling co
stants. The line center for the lower state is 3849.4542~5! MHz and that for
the upper state is 3873.9092~1! MHz.

cFor Ar– H2
33S, the data are from Ref. 18. For Bz– H2

33S, the coupling
constants are determined from the spacing between the two strong
observed. For the lower states, the transition frequencies are 11226.
MHz and 11227.2532 MHz. The upper state transitions were much we
and the uncertainty in the quadrupole coupling constant could be m
larger.
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TABLE VIII. Electric dipole moment as measured from Stark splitting.a

K Ground state Excited state

J54←5
1 3.80(7)310230 C m @1.14~2! D# 3.0(1)310230 C m @0.89~3! D#
2 3.8(1)310230 C m @1.14~4! D# 3.01(2)310230 C m @0.902~7! D#
3 - 3.05(3)310230 C m @0.915~8! D#

J55←6
1 - 3.32(2)310230 C m @0.994~7! D#
2 3.796(3)310230 C m @1.138~1! D# 3.34(3)310230 C m @1.00~1! D#
3 3.79(3)310230 C m @1.137~8! D# 3.34(3)310230 C m @1.00~1! D#
4 3.84(7)310230 C m @1.15~2! D# 3.40(3)310230 C m @1.02~1! D#
5 3.84(3)310230 C m @1.15~1! D# -

J56←7
1 - 3.3(1)310230 C m @0.99~3! D#
2 3.7(1)310230 C m @1.12~3! D# -
3 3.76(2)310230 C m @1.126~5! D# -
4 3.87(3)310230 C m @1.16~1! D# -

Average 3.80(7)310230 C m @1.14~2! D# 3.2(2)310230 C m @0.96~6! D#

aThe standard uncertainty~Type B,k51) covers the variation between differentm states. For the excited stat
it appears like there is aJ dependency in a dipole moment with theJ54←5 data slightly different from the
rest.
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Here,Dn is the Stark splitting,m is the electric dipole mo-
ment and« is the applied electric field. The Stark effect o
severalK transitions in theJ54←5, 5←6 and 6←7 spectra
were analyzed. The results are given in Table VIII. The
pole moment for the ground state is 3.80(7)310230 C m
@1.14~2! D# and that for the excited symmetric-top state
3.2(2)310230 C m @0.96~6! D#.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Structural analysis

The rotational spectra for all the Bz–H2S isotopomers
~except the mono13C Bz! are observed to be that of a sym
metric top. This suggests that the H/D in the H2S isoto-
pomers do not contribute to the moment of inertia along
a axis of the dimer. This is exactly what was observed in
Bz–H2O dimer.9 There, it was concluded that the H2O is
nearly freely rotating, with a near-zero reduced barr
height,s5V6/9F. Here,F5A(top)1A(frame), whereA is
a rotational constant and the torsional potentialV6 is the six
fold barrier. In such cases, the effectiveA rotational constant
for the ground state is that of the frame.25 For Bz–H2O, the
excited state appeared to have a spectrum similar to
predicted by internal rotation theory. However, for Bz–H2S
both the observed states have clear symmetric-top spe
These complications do affect the structural analysis fr
the rotational constants. Hence, we limit ourselves to o
the ground-state rotational constants in deriving structu
parameters for the complex.

Due to the similarities in the rotational spectra of t
ground-state Bz–H2O and Bz–H2S complexes, we follow
closely the structural analysis of the former here. The str
tural parameters considered are the orientation of the2S
with respect to the benzene ring~the distance,R, between
the centers of masses of the two binding partners and
angleb between theC2 axis of H2S and thea axis of the
dimer! and the average tiltg of benzene from having its
plane perpendicular to thea axis ~see Fig. 3 in Ref. 9!. The
-
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orientation of H2S will need another angle to be specifie
namely the angle between the plane of the H2S molecule and
the a axis of the dimer. Within our model, this angle is in
determinate.

From the rotational constants of the H2S, HDS, D2S and
H2

34S isotopomers it is clear that one of the H/D is pointi
towards the benzene. The difference inB between H2S and
HDS complexes is'8 MHz compared to the difference inB
between HDS and D2S of '16 MHz, i.e., substituting the
second H by D leads to a larger change inB which implies
that it is further away from the c.m. compared to the first
Due to the significant differences that arise in the zero po
motions on H/D substitution, in general H/D substitutio
analysis does not give accurate results. However, for
Bz–H2O complex, these numbers are 38 and 44 MHz,
spectively.

With the H2
34S data, the position of the S along thea

axis, aS, is readily determined asDI b5ms3aS
2, whereDI b

is the change in the parent’s moment of inertia on34S sub-
stitution andms is the reduced mass for the substitutio
MDm/(M1Dm).24 This analysis givesaS to be 2.683 Å.
Such an analysis with Bz–HDS, though less reliable, gi
aH to be 1.777 Å. For the Bz–H2O, due to the symmetric-top
nature, we used a modified multiple off-axis substituti
analysis with D2O to get a better estimate ofaH .9 Using the
same method,aH is determined to be 1.877 Å for th
Bz–H2S dimer. The difference of 0.806 Å betweenaS and
aH in the complex, is the projection of H2S altitude, 0.918 Å,
on to thea axis. This leads to a projection angleb of 28.5°
compared to 37° calculated similarly for the Bz–H2O com-
plex.

A substitution analysis with the mono13C Bz and the
parent isotopomers data, can give bothaC and bC .24 This
value ofbC could be used to infer the projection angleg of
the benzene plane. The calculated value ofbC is 1.403 Å,
which is slightly larger than that in the free benzene, 1.3
Å. This implies that theC6 axis of benzene is virtually co
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s are
incident with thea axis of the dimer because any tilt wou
reduce thebC . TheaC value then isa(Bz), i.e., the distance
of Bz on thea axis away from the c.m. of the dimer. It i
calculated to be 1.135 Å. With this value, the Bz–S distan
is calculated to be 3.818 Å. TheaS value can be converted t
a(H2S), the distance between the c.m. of the dimer and
c.m. of H2S using the projection angleb.9 TheR is given by
a(Bz)1a(H2S), and is calculated to be 3.771 Å compar
to 3.329 Å for Bz–H2O.

The dipole moment measured for the ground state
3.80(7)310230 C m @1.14 D# is significantly larger than the
3.26310230 C m @0.978 D#23 dipole moment of H2S. Con-
sidering the fact that the H2S is tilted by 28° from thea axis,
the contribution from the monomer is reduced to 2.
310230 C m @0.85 D#. It implies that there is appreciabl
polarization in the dimer,'1.0310230 C m @0.3 D#. It can
be compared to the induced polarization of 1.7310230 C m
@0.5 D# in Bz–H2O.10 For the excited symmetric-top stat
the dipole moment measured is 3.2310230 C m @0.96 D#. If
one assumes that the polarization in this state is simila
that of the ground state, the angle between theC2 axis of
H2S and thea axis of the dimer is calculated to be abo
45°. Structural evaluations based on the rotational const
for the excited symmetric-top state is likely to be affected
this state is perturbed by tunneling/internal rotation. Hen
the geometry predicted by the dipole moment is preferre

B. Dynamical analysis

The differences in the rotational constant,B, between
the two states observed for Ar–H2X and Bz–H2X (X
50/S) and its isotopomers are listed in Table IX. F
Bz–H2O, the B for theumu51 state is that calculated from
the K50 state which is unambiguously identified.9,10 It of-
fers an interesting summary. For a Bz–H2O complex, these
differences are 13 and 28 MHz for the H2O and D2O but for
the Bz–H2S complex, the numbers are almost the same
they are opposite with 28 and 14 MHz for H2S and D2S. The
H2

18O and H2
34S complexes gave results comparable to

parent isotopomer. Thus, there is a factor of 2 differen
between the protonated and deuterated complexes. For
parison, in the Ar–H2O complex, the difference in B be
tween the two states observed are 76, 67 and 64 for H2O,
D2O and H2

18O, with the latter two showing simila
behavior.26 The situation for Ar–H2S is more complicated
due to the very floppy nature of the IPS,27 and the ground
state had a smaller B than the excited rotor state, as imp

TABLE IX. Change in B between the ground state and the excit
tunneling/internal-rotor states for Ar/Bz– H2X.a

H2X Bz Ar

H2O 13.1 76.1
D2O 29.7 66.7

H2
18O 11.4 63.9

H2S 28.0 244.1
D2S 13.7 24.7

H2
34S 27.0 244.8

aIn MHz. Bz– H2O data from Ref. 9; Ar– H2O from Ref. 26; Ar– H2S from
Ref. 18; Bz– H2S from this work.
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by the negative signs in Table X. These assignments are
ported by the33S quadrupole coupling constants reported a
they are discussed next.

The33S nuclear quadrupole coupling constants measu
for the two pairs of states of Ar/Bz–H2S are nearly the same
i.e., the upper state of Bz–H2S and the lower state o
Ar–H2S ~both assigned to the corresponding ground sta!
havexaa'28 MHz. Similarly the second state observed f
both these complexes havexaa'217 MHz. It is likely that
the internal rotor states involved in these two complexes
related. On the contrary, Ar–H2O and Bz–H2O have internal
rotor states that are distinctly different. Thexaa(

17O) for the
two states in Bz–H2O were virtually identical (21.89 MHz
and 21.99 MHz) but in Ar–H2O they were very different
(21.21 and24.22 MHz). Interestingly, Ar2– (H2

17O) also
gave results nearly identical to that of Ar– (H2O), giving
strong evidence to the similarities of the internal-rotor sta
of H2O in the Arm– (H2O) complexes.6

For both Bz–H2X complexes, there was evidence for
third state from the rotational spectra. In the case o
Bz–H2O complex, the third state is not properly understo
yet, but clearly there were more than 2J11 lines other than
the well-characterized symmetric-top progression. In a
case, three progressions were attributed to three differeJ
51 rotational states of H2O. For Bz–H2S, there were three
clearly identifiable progressions, two of which gav
symmetric-top spectra, with no internal angular moment
(Kl 50). The third-progression appears to have theK degen-
eracy split, characteristic of a vibrational/tunneling state w
internal angular momentum (KlÞ0). The roughly 3:1 rela-
tive intensities of the twoKl 50 sets lead us to assign one
these sets to a triplet H2S nuclear spin state and the other
a singlet nuclear spin state. TheKlÞ0 state is significantly
weaker and only one H2S nuclear spin component is ob
served, and its identity is not determined explicitly.

We consider three different internal rotation models
rationalize the observed results. Only one picture, that
which the H2S subunit is in a nearly spherical potential
consistent with the observations. In all cases, for an'1 K
molecular beam, only internal-rotor states which correl
with the lowest energy monomer state of each of the t
spin modifications of H2S will have a large population. The
monomer states of interest are a 000 state with a singlet
nuclear spin function and the 101 state with a triplet nuclear

TABLE X. Structural data from the experiment and MMC calculations.a

Parameter C6H6– H2S C6H6– H2O

Expt. MMC Expt. MMC
R(Å) 3.771 3.938 3.329 3.266
b(°) 28.5 47.0 37.0 53.5
g(°) '0 0 '0 0

U 26 0 34 0
Binding

energy (cm21)
- 615 - 1303

ab is the angle betweenC2 and thea axis,g is the tilt angle of the benzene
plane from thebc plane andu is the angle between the OD bond and thea
axis in the Bz–HDX complex.R is the c.m.–c.m. distance. MMC param
eters are for the equilibrium structure and the experimental parameter
for the ground state vibrationally averaged structure.
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spin function. Because of theMJ degeneracy of the 101 state,
two dimer internal-rotor states correlate to this monom
state. One of these states correlates to theM j561 compo-
nent of the monomer 101 state and the other state correlat
with the M j50 component of the monomer 101 state. Here,
we takeM j to be the free-rotor limit projection of the mono
mer rotational angular momentumj , onto thea inertial axis
of the complex.

The first model assumes that Bz–H2S has a strong hy
drogen bond with itsC2 axis nearly coincident with the com
plex a axis and H2S has free internal rotation about thea
axis. In this case, the 000 monomer state correlates to th
lowest energym50 internal-rotor state while the 101 state
correlates to the lowest energyumu51 internal-rotor state.
Here m takes on the role of the internal/vibrational angu
momentuml . The umu51 state is metastable, and collision
relaxation ofumu51 to m50 is nuclear spin forbidden. Thi
is similar to the CF3H–NH3 complex in which them50
state gives a simple symmetric-top spectrum and theumu
51 state gives a progression of lines frommK51J to
mK52J as expected from Eq.~1!.21 However, this is con-
trary to the observation of three distinct progressions. T
Bz–H2O dimer initially appeared to fit this model but th
observation of more lines later on showed that it is also m
complicated.

The second model assumes that Bz–H2S is analogous to
NH3– H2S, with one proton hydrogen bonded to N and
ternal rotation of the H2S by motion of the nonbonded H
about the N—H–S axis. If one assumes now that there is
interchange tunneling occurs for the H2S protons, both sin-
glet and triplet spin modifications of H2S correlate to the
same internal rotor state of the complex, i.e., the protons
not equivalent anymore. Thus, one expects to see one int
series with m50. The umu51 series is estimated to b
9 cm21 higher in energy, and is no longer metastable w
respect to collisional relaxation tom50.

If the interchange of H2S protons are allowed, as ob
served in NH3– H2S, then them50 and umu51 states will
each split into a singlet and triplet component. For Bz–H2S,
this accounts for the twoKl 50 states, but does not accou
for the observation of only oneKlÞ0 state. Moreover, the
large difference in theB values between the twoKl 50 pro-
gressions and the observation of very different33S quadru-
pole coupling constants are not reasonable for such a tun
ing motion. We note that for NH3– H2S, theB values for the
symmetric and antisymmetric components of them50 state
are virtually identical, within 1 MHz of each other.19

The third and most reasonable model assumes tha
H2S is rotating in a nearly spherical potential. This gives r
to three internal-rotor states, (000,M j50), (101,M j50) and
(101,M j561). The twoM j50 states have no internal an
gular momentum along thea inertial axis and thus give rise
to the twoKl 50 sets of transitions. TheMJ561 compo-
nent is associated with theKlÞ0 set of transitions. The larg
differences inB between the three sets of transitions is co
sistent with this picture, since each internal rotor state sho
have a distinctly different orientation of the H2S unit within
the complex. Moreover, the observation of different hyp
fine coupling constants for the33S for the twoKl 50 states
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and the dipole moment measurements described earlie
also consistent with this picture. Neither of these measu
ments could be made for the third progression. Molecu
mechanics in clusters~MMC!14 calculations on the Bz–H2S
dimer were carried out to explore the IPS and identify d
ferences from that of Bz–H2O.

V. MMC RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

MMC calculations were carried out not only to find th
optimum geometry, shown in Fig. 2, but also to explore t
IPS in detail. The parameters used for Bz, H2S and H2O have
been described in detail in earlier publications.7,13 The opti-
mized geometry is given in Table X along with the expe
mental values. Both Bz–H2X clusters are predicted to hav
similar geometries, with one of the hydrogens pointing
wards the center of the benzene ring. The equilibrium cen
of-mass separation for Bz–H2O ~3.266 Å! is smaller than
that of the experimentally determined, vibrationall
averaged value~3.329 Å! while that of Bz–H2S ~3.939 Å! is
larger than the experimental value~3.771 Å!. This may be
due to a relatively larger vibrational sampling of IPS regio
where the monomers twist and are more distant. The sta
zation energies for Bz–H2O and Bz–H2S complexes are
1303 cm21 and 615 cm21, respectively, compared to the fre
monomers.

To look at the mobility of H2S within the Bz–H2S com-
plex, the IPS was calculated for rotation of H2S about its
three principal axes. The IPS for the three rotations are
picted in Fig. 3. The barriers for rotation abouta, b and c
axes of H2S are 227, 121 and 356 cm21, respectively. For
Bz–H2O, the corresponding values are larger at 365, 2
and 590 cm21 ~see Fig. 10 in Ref. 10!. The optimum inter-

FIG. 2. A depiction of the MMC equilibrium structure of Bz– H2S and
Bz– H2O. The optimized geometrical parameters are given in Table X. T
benzene plane is taken to define anx-y plane for a discussion of the poten
tial surface, with they-axis bisecting C–C bonds in the benzene ring. Thez
coordinate is the H2X molecule’s elevation above the benzene plane. S
cifically, it is the distance from the plane to the c.m. (H2X). The (x,y,z)
origin is the center of the benzene molecule~see Figs. 5 and 6!.
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molecular separation,R, varies as H2S is rotated about its
inertial axes and it is shown in Fig. 4. The rotations aboua
andc axes lead to much larger variation inR, close to 1 Å
for c rotation. The IPS was then calculated for motion
H2X along theX and Y directions, i.e., parallel to the ben
zene plane. Both optimum energy and theZ-coordinate were
found for different values ofX and Y coordinates. Results
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The origin is at the center
benzene and theX,Y andZ coordinates refer to the coord
nate of the c.m. (H2X). For both complexes, the optimum
geometry is away fromX50, showing a multiple minima
However, the barrier for H2S, atX50, is less than 5 cm21

and that for H2O is 34 cm21. The H2S complex has a very
flat potential and varying X from22 to 12 Å changes the

FIG. 3. Intermolecular potential energy, from MMC calculations, for int
nal rotation of H2S about its inertial axes in the complex.

FIG. 4. Optimum intermolecular separation for Bz– H2S as a function of the
angle of rotation of H2S about its inertial axes.
f

f

interaction energy monotonically by about 78 cm21

(59 cm21 for motion alongY). For the H2O complex, the
energy increases by 138 cm21 (173 cm21 for motion along
Y). The R reduces by about 0.3 Å, as theX and Y coordi-
nates vary from 0 to62 Å, as shown in Fig. 6. From the
MMC data presented in Figs. 3–6, it appears that the bar
for H2S is significantly smaller than that for H2O for all the
motions considered above; i.e., the IPS is shallower
Bz–H2S than for Bz–H2O. The rotation of the nonbonde
hydrogen in H2S about the S–H—Bz axis is likely to be ver
small, smaller than that found10 for Bz–H2O, 1 – 2 cm21.
The MMC results certainly support the possibility that H2S
experiences a nearly spherical potential in the complex,
sulting in three internal-rotor states.

FIG. 5. Potential energy as a function ofX andY coordinates of H2S/H2O.
The benzene plane is parallel to theXY plane.

FIG. 6. Optimum elevation (Z coordinate for the c.m. H2S/H2O) as a func-
tion of X andY.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Rotational spectra for several isotopomers of
Bz–H2S complex have been observed using the Bal
Flygare FTMW spectrometer. Three progressions were
served for the parent isotopomer, two of which could
fitted as simple symmetric tops. The ground state has a
mal D j but the other symmetric top has a larger and nega
DJ . The third progression hasK degeneracy removed in
and also a negativeDJ . These three progressions arise fro
states that are correlated to (000,MJ50), (101,MJ50) and
(101,MJ561) states. The three progressions are well se
rated in the spectra unlike for Bz–H2O, which showed an
overlap of different rotor states complicating the assignme

The ground-state rotational constants for the various
topomers led toR for Bz–H2S of 3.771 Å compared to 3.32
Å for Bz–H2O. Substitution analysis gives an angle of 2
between theC2(H2S) andC6(C6H6) axes compared to 37
for the H2O complex. The electric dipole moment for the tw
symmetric-top states were determined to be 1.14~2! D and
0.99~6! D. The33S nuclear quadrupole coupling constants
the two symmetric-top states are very different (28 and
217 MHz) consistent with the suggestion of two differe
internal rotor states.
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